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STATE OF WISCONSIN )
)SS

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS )

I, Michael J Sullivan, Secretary , Department of Corrections, and custodian of the official
records, certify that the annexed rules, relating to the inmate complaint review system,
were duly approved and adopted by the Department on March 16 , 1998 .

I further certify that this copy has been compared by me with the original on file in this
Department and that it is a true copy of the original , and of the whole of the original .

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF , I have hereunto
set my hand and affixed the official seal of the
Department of Corrections
149E Wilson Street in the City of
Madison , this 1 6,;h day of March, 1998 .

SEAL

J Sullivan
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Clearinghouse Rule 97-106



This rule is substantively similarr to the emergency rule now in

ORDER OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS

REPEALING AND RECREATING RULES

The Wisconsin department of corrections proposes an order to repeal
DOC 310 .125 (intro .), 310 .025 (6), 310 .125 (7), 310 .03 (5), 310 .04
(2) (a), 310 .04 (3) (a), 310 .04 (3) (b), 310 .04 (3) (c), 31 .0 .04. (3)
(d), 310 .06 (3), 310 .06 (4), 310 .08 (title), .310 .0 8 (1), 310 .08
(2), 310 .09 (6), 310 .09 (7), :310 .09 (8), 310 .09 (9), 310 .12 (1),
310 .13 (7), and :31.0 .14 (3) ; to renumber and amend 310 .01 (2) (b),
310 .01 (2) (c), 310 .01 (2) (d), 310 .01 (2) (e), 310 .01 (2) (f),
310 .01 (2) (g), 310 .015, 310 .02 (2), 310 .02 (3), 310 .02 (4), 310 .02
(S), 310 .02 (6), 310 .02 (8), 310 .02 (9), 310 .02 (10), 310 .025
(title), 310 . 02 5 (1), 310 .025 12), 310 .025 (2) (a), 310 .025 (2)
(b), 310 .025 (2) (c), 310 .025 (3), 310 .025 (4), 310 .025 (5), 310 .03
(title), 3 10 .03 (1), 310 .03 (2), 310 .03 (3), 310 .03 (4), 310 .04
(title), 310 .04 (1), 310 .04 (2), 310 .08 (2) (a), 310 .04 (2) (c),

_310 .04 (2) (d), 310 .04 (2) (e), 310 .04 (3), 310 .04 (5), 310 .05 (1),
310 .05 (2), 310 .05 (3), 310 .05 (4), 310 .05 (5), 310 .05 (6), 310 .06
(2), 3 10 .06 (5), 310 .06 (6), 310 .07 (1), 310 .07 (2), 310 .07 (3),
310 .07 (4), 310 .07 (5), 310 .07 (6), 310 .07 (7), 310 .07 (8), 310 .09
(title), 310 .09 (1), 310 .09 (2), 310 .09 (4), 310 .09 (10), 310 .09
(11), 310 .10 (1), 310 .10 (2), 310 .10 (2) (b), 310 .10 (2) (c),

"310 .12 (2), 310 .12 (3), 310 .12 (4), 310 .13 (1), 310 .13 (2), 310 .13
(5), 310 .13 (6), 310 .14 (1), and 310 .14 (2) ; renumber 310 .02
(.intro.), :310 .02 (1), 310 .02 (7), 310 .025 (title), 310 .04 (2) (b),
310 .05 (title), 310 .06 (title), 310 .06 (1), 310 .07 (title), 310 .09
(3), 310 .09 (5), 310 .10 (title), 310 .10 (2) (a), 310 .10 (3), 310 .12
(title), 310 .13 (3), 310 .13 (4), 310 .14 (title), 310 .14 (a), 310 .14
(b), 310 .14 (c), and 310 .14 (d) ; amend . 310 .01 (2), 310 .01 (2) (a),
and 310 .02 ; and create 310 .01. (2) (b), 310 .03 (2), 310 .03 (3),
310 .03 (5), 310 .03 (9), 310 .03 (10), 310 .03 (13), 310 .03 (14),
310 .03 (15), 310 .03 (17), 310 .06 (2) (b), 310 .06 (2) (c), 310 .06
(6), 310 .08 (2) (a), 310 .08 (2) (f), 310 .08 (4), 310 .08 (4) (a),
310 .08 (4) (b), 310 .08 (4) (c), 310 .05, 310 .10 (3), 310 .11 (4),
310 .11 (4) (a), 310 .11 (4) (b), 310 .11 (4) (c), 310 .11 (5), 310 .11
(11), 310 .11 (12), 310 .12 (title), 310 .12 (1), 310 .12 (2), 310 .12
(2) (a), 310 .12 (2) (b), 310 .12 (2) (c), 310 .12 (2) (d), 310 .12 (2)
(e), 310 .12 (3), 310 .13 (4), 310 .14 (2) (d), 3 10 .15. (1), 310 .15
(2), 310 .18, and 310 .19, relating to the inmate complaint review
system .

Statutory authority : ss . 301 .02, 301 .03(2), and 227 .11(2), Stats .
Statutes interpreted : ss . 301 .02 and 301 .03, Stats .

Analysis Prepared by the Department of Corrections



This rule allows the Corrections Complaint Examiner to be employed
by the department, but not within the Division of Adult
Institutions . This is a change from the current rule which
provides thatt the Corrections Complaint Examiner must . be employed
outside off the Department . This revision is required to reflect
the change in the placement of the Corrections Complaint Examiner
function from the Department of Justice to the Department, of
Cor'r'ections . Prior to the promulgation of the emergency rule for'
DOC :310 on August 4, 1997, there was a Corrections Complaint
Examiner with two investigator positions and a program assistant
position at the Department of Justice . The number and placement of
these Corr.-ections Complaint Examiner positions had been in effect
f.or- years . At. the time the emergency rule was promulgated, there
was a substantial backlog of over 3,000 inmate complaints which
needed to be reviewed by the Corrections Complaint Examiner . When
the Departmentt of Justice decided thatt it would no longer' handle
the Corrections Complaint Examiner function, DOC needed to change
the administrative rule regarding inmate complaints to make the
system more efficient and prevent future backlogs . Since the
emergency rule has been in effect, DOC has eliminated the backlog
in part by utilizing the efficiencies contained in the emergency
rule and proposed in this permanent rule .

effectt for DOC 310, which became effective August 4, 1997 .

The department provides an administrative process by which inmates
may raise grievances concerning rules, living conditions, and staff
actions affecting inmates' institution living . This rule updates
the department's current rule .

The Department's purpose in the inmate complaint review system is
to afford inmates a process by which grievances may be
expeditiously raised, investigated, and decided . An efficient
inmate complaintt review system is required for the morale of the
inmates and the orderly functioning of the institutions .

This proposed rule eliminates redundant and confusing language,
simplifies and clarifies some language, and uses current
terminology . The rule changes "inmate complaintt investigator" or
"ICI" to "institution complaint examiner" or "ICE" . The rule
changes "superintendent" to "warden" .

This proposed rule applies to all inmates of an adultt correctional
institution .

This rule reflects the statutory requirement that requires inmates
to exhaust their administrative remedies before commencing a civil
action . A new section "Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies" has
been created at the proposed DOC 310 .04 .



One method the department proposes in this rule to make the system
more efficient is to require the institution complaint examiner to
dismiss frivolous complaints . This rule permits inmates to appeal
the dismissal of a frivolous complaint to the appropriate reviewing
authority and prohibits the corrections complaintt examiner from
reviewing complaints dismissed as frivolous . The current permanent
rule has no provision for the rejection of frivolous complaints .

Another method the department proposes to make the complaint review
system more efficient is to limit the numberr of complaints that an
inmate may file to 2 complaints in a calendar week, unless the
institution complaint examiner finds good cause . Health and
personal safety issues are excluded from this limitation . Thiss
rule provides that group complaints will count as one complaint
filed under this section . The current permanent rule has no limit
on the number of complaints which an inmate may file .

This rule provides that the warden r'ather' than the ICI shall
determine if a decision on a group complaint should be issued to
all parties to the complaint or posted in a place accessible to the
group .

This rule provides that the warden shall designate an acting ICE if
the ICE is absent for more than two working days . The rule creates
a provision that the acting ICE shall have all the job functions of
the ICE, including collection of the complaints . This is added to
clarify the job duties of an acting ICE .

This rule also creates a new section, "Communication of Procedures"
in DOC 31.0 .05 . This section provides that the department shall
make the written complaint procedures readily available to all
inmates . This section also requires the department to make
appropriate provisions to communicate these procedures to non-
English speaking, impaired or handicapped inmates and to ensure
they have full access to the complaint review system .

This rule permits the institution complaint examiner to acceptt late
complaints for good cause . The current permanent rule provides thatt
the ICE may accept a late complaint for cause .

This rule requires that an inmate must sign a complaint, if able to
do so . This rule creates a provision thatt an ICE shall return an
unsigned complaint to the complainant . This rule creates a
provision thatt an inmate may nott use language which is profane,
obscene, abusive, or threatens others when filing a complaint,
unless the language is necessary to describe factual matters which
are the substance of the complaint . This rule provides that an ICE
shall return complaints to the inmate if they contain this
language . The current permanent rule does not address the issue off
complaints which contain profane, obscene, abusive or threatening



This rule expands some time lines by changing calendar ' days to
working days . This rule requires the secretary to make a decision
on the complaint within 10 working days instead of 5 calendar days .
This rule permits the secretary to extend the time lines for' cause
and upon notice to the inmate and all interested parties involved .
The rule changes the time forr the ICE to review and acknowledge the
complaint in writing from 3 calendar days to 5 working days . The
rule changes the time period for the CCE to recommend a decision to
the secretary from 37 calendarr days to 35 working days . The rule
changes the time period for the administrator to notify the
affected parties of decisions that affect more than one institution
from 30 calendar days to 30 working days . The rule changes the
time for an inmate to appeal a decision to the CCE from 5 calendar
days from receipt o f the decision to 10 calendar days from the date
of the decision .

Thiss rule clarifies the cur'r'ent rule by providing that if an
makes a false statement to those outside the inmate complaint
review system, the statement may constitute an offense under'
303 .271 .

s . DOC

This current permanent rule provides that the department may reveal
the identity of the complainants and thee nature of the complaints
only to the extent necessary for, thorough investigation of the
complaint and implementation of the remedy . This rule changes that
language and provides that the department may reveal the identity
of the complainants and the nature of the complaints to the extent
it is reasonable and appr'opr'iate for thorough investigation and

language .

This rule allows the ICE to attempt to informally resolve a
complaint at the institution level . This rule creates a provision
that the ICE may direct the inmate to discuss the issue with an
appropriate institution staff member prior to the complaintt
investigation . This rule creates a provision that the ICE shall
follow the code of ethics promulgated pursuant to s .19 .45 (11) (a),
Stats .

This rule permits persons other than the warden to review and make
decisions regarding an inmate complaint . This rule creates a
section that provides thatt health care and psychiatric complaints
shall be directed to the directorr of the bureau of health services
or designee, and that Badger state industries and farm complaints
shall be directed to the director of the bureau of corr,ectional
enterprises . The rule provides that the reviewing authority for all.
other- complaints shall be the warden, unless the secretary
designates another authority . This section was changed so that the
person deciding the complaint will be the person with expertise in
the area of the complaint .

inmate



The rule repeals the provision that the CCE file an annual report
with the attorney general as the CCE function has been moved from
the Department of Justice to the Department of Corrections .

r

implementation of the remedy . The current permanent rule provides
that confidentiality may be waived only if the security of the
institution, staff or inmates is involved . This rule also allows
the warden to waive confidentiality if safety or health of staff or
inmates is involved . This rule adds a provision that an inmate may
waive confidentiality in writing .

This rule permits a complaint to be - filed directly with the
reviewing authority if the institution complaint examiner
determines that the normal. processing of a complaint would subject
the inmate to substantial risk off personal injury or cause other
serious and irreparable harm .

This rule removes language that permitted the corrections complaint
examiner to order an evidentiary hearing .

This rule creates a provision which prohibits the department from
any reprisal against an inmate forr participation in the complaint
procedure and creates a provision that an inmate shall. be entitled
to pursue, through the ICRS, a complaint that a reprisal has
occurred .

This rule creates a provision which requires all records of an
inmate complaint to be kept for, at least 3 years after disposition
off the complaint .

This rule creates a provision which allows the secretary to suspend
these rules in an emergency and defines an emergency .
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SECTION 3 . DOC 310 .01 (2) (b) is created to read :

Chapter DOC 310

COMPLAINT PROCEDURES

DOC 310 .01 Purpose
DOC 310 .02 Applicability
DOC .31.0 .03 Definitions
DOC 310 .04 Exhaustion of administrative

remedies
DOC 310 .05 Communication of procedures
DOC 310 .06 Organization of inmate complaint

review system
DOC 31.0 .07 Inmate complaint review system
DOC 310 .08 Scope off complaint review system
UDC 310 .09 Filing of complaints
DOC 310 .10 Group complaints
DOC 310 .11 Processing complaints at the

institution level
DEC 310 .12. Appropriate reviewing authority
DOC 310 .13 Review by corrections complaint

examiner
DOC 310 .14 Secretary's decision
DOC 310 .15 Implementation of affirmed complaint
DOC 31.0 .16 Confidentiality
DOC 310 .17 Reports
DEC 310 .18 Preservation of records
DOC 310 .19 Suspension of provisions

of this chapter

SECTION 1 . DOC 310 .01 (2) (intro .) and (a) are amended to read :

DOC 310 .01 (2) The department has th e following objectives e-€ for
the inmate complaint review system tee :

(a) To allow inmates to raise, in an orderly fashion,
;_ee}=_rssignificant issues regarding rules, living conditions, and staff

actions affecting institution living environment .

SECTION 2 . DOC 310 . 01 (2), (b) is renumbered DOC 310 .01 (2) (c) ,
and as renumbered, is amended to read :

DOC 310 .01 (2) (c) To encourage communication between inmates and
staff-• .
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SECTION 8 . DOC 310 .02 (3) is renumbered DOC 310 .03 (6), and as
renumbered, is amended to read :

N

DOC 31.0 .03 (6) "CCE" or "corrections complaintt examiner" means the
pers-en eatside- employe of the department , who is assigned to a
subunit that is not within the division of adult institutions, and

DEC 310 .01 (2) (b) To provide the department an early opportunity
to decide the issue before an inmate commences a civil action or
special proceeding against a department officer, employe or agent
in the officer's, empl. oye's or agent's official or individual
capacity .

SECTION 4 . DOC 310 .01 (2) (c) to (g) are renumbered DOC 310 .01 (2)
(d) to (h), and as renumbered, are amended to read :

DOG 310 .01 (d) To develop inmates' sense of involvement in and
respect for the correctional process- .

(e) To explain correctional policy to inmates and staff-• .

(f) To afford inmates and staff the opportunity to review
correctional policy and gain further insight into the correctional
system-• .

(g) To correct any errors and deficiencies in correctional policy
through questioning and review- .

(h) To allow inmates to raise civil rights grievances .

SECTION 5 . DOC 310 .015 is renumbered 310 .02, and as renumbered, is
amended to read :

DOC 310 .02 APPLICABILITY . Pursuant to authority vested in the
department of corrections under ss . 301 .02, 301 .03 (2) and 22. 7 .11 .
(2), Stats ., the department adopts this chapter which applies to
the department and al l t inmat es in it --?-ea-TeaT edy conf i ned
in a state adult correctional facility . . 3-t This section
interprets ss . 301 .02 and 301 .03 (2), Stats .

SECTION 6 . DOC 310 .02 (intro .) and 310 .02 (1) are renumbered DOC
310 .03 (intro .) and 310 .03 (1) .

SECTION 7 . DOC 310 .02 (2) is renumbered DOC 310 .03 (4), and as
renumbered, is amended to read :

DOC 310 .03 (4) "Calendarr days" means all days including Saturdays,
Sundays, and state legal holidays .



DOC 310 .03 (16) "Secretary" means the-hea~ secretary of the
department of corrections, or that -per-se-n-s designee .

(18) =`-S-aperi-nteneient," " Warden" means the sape-~in}erder} warden of
the institution att which the complaint was filed, or designee .

(19) "Working days" means all days except Saturdays, Sundays, and
state legal. holidays .

SECTION 14 . DOC 310 .025 (title) is renumbered DOC 310 .06 (title) .

SECTION 15 . DOC 31.0 .02.5 (intro .) is repealed .

SECTION 16 . DOC 310 .025 (1), 31.0 .025 (2) (intro .), and 3 1, 0 .025 (2)
(a) are renumbered DOC 310 .06 (1), 310 .06 (2) (intro .), and 310 .06
(2) (a), and as renumbered, are amended to read :

who is designated by the secretary to investigate complaints
appealed to the secretary .

SECTION 9 . DOC 310 .02 (4) is renumbered DOC 310 .03 (7), and as
renumbered, is amended to read :

DOC 310 .03 (7) "Civil rights grievance" means any inmate complaint
relating to an incident affecting the delivery of services to
infftate s--an inmate in wl-xieh it appeaLcs an ±nFaat e--h-as been

who alleges discrimination on the basis of
race, creed, ethnicity, national origin, sex, handicap, age,
religion, color, ancestry, sexual, orientation or marital status .

SECTION 10 . DOC 310 .02 (5) is renumbered DOC 310 .03 (8), and as
renumbered, is amended to read :

DOC 310 .03 (8) "Department" means the r°'' seens ;„ department of
corrections .

SECTION 11 . DOC 31.0 .02 (6) is renumbered DOC 310 .03 (11), and as
r:-enumbered, is amended to read :

DOC 310 .03 (11) " ~G!=' "ICE" or "'inmate __ _~n -„} ",;;~- -
"institution complaint examiner" means the person or one of the
persons at each adult correctional institution designated by the
warden to investigate complaints filed by inmates, or designee .

SECTION 12 . DOC 310 .02 (7) is renumbered DOC 310 .03 (12) .

SECTION 1.3 . DOC 310 .02 (8), 310 .02 (9), and 310 .02 (10) are
renumbered DOC 310 .03 (16), 310 .03 (18) and 310 .03 (19), and as
renumbered, are amended to read :



(2) Each super_rt warden shall appoint an inmate institution
complaint investrg-ater (I ~ examiner tei-em ;nt the e~^ ~ ; r}. .r ... .,. ... .

whose primary responsibility shall be complaint
investigation . in nstitu-tiens the _upe__r}erd_n} The warden

DOC 310 .06 ORGANIZATION OF INMATE COMPLAINT REVIEW SYSTEM . (1) To
use the complaint system, an inmate files a complaint with the
inmate institution complaint investig e~ examiner -'~}' under
BGG 310 .05 s s . DOC 310 .09 o r 310 .10 .

(2) The 3G-T ICE then may do any of the following :

(a) inves-tig-atee Investigate the complaint under s . DOC a3'W
310 .11 ;

SECTION 17 . DOC 310 .025 (2) (b) and (c) are renumbered 310 .06 (2)
(d) and (e), and as renumbered, are amended to read :

DOC 310 .06 (2) (d) Atte Attempt to resolve the complaint under
s . DOC 310 .07 W 310 .11 (7) ;

(e) D eeemm r ds Recommend a decision to the _ =L'^ - __„ter~*~
appropriate reviewing authority under s . DOC 310 .07-(34 310 .11(3) .

SECTION 18 . DOC 310 .025 (3) to (5) are renumbered DOC 310 .06 (3)
to (5), and as renumbered, are amended to read :

DOC 310 .06 (3) The c '^^Yin}appropriate reviewing au thority;
e~'r studying the '~" }h~ !GI's--r--p----.V-,-renders makes a decision under s .

DOC 4'Q 310 . 12 .

(4) An inmate may appeal an adverse decision to the corrections
complaint examiner +GGI* under s . DOC 310 .09;1 ;^ 310 .13 .

(5) The e-erreet-r' e-ns-eemplaint exa ~-e-~ CCE then investigates and
makes a recommendation to the secretary under s . DOG 3 l-0-G9-( 1-&~
310 .13(8) .

SECTION 19 . DOC 310 .025 (6) and (7) are repealed .

SECTION 20 . DOC 310 .03 (title), 310 .03 (1), 310 .03 (2), 310 .03
(3), and 310 .03 (4) are renumbered DOC 310 .07 (title), 310 .07 (1),
310 .07 (2), 310 .07 (3) and 310 .07 (4), and as renumbered, are
amended to read :

DOC 310 .07 INMATE COMPLAINT REVIEW SYSTEM . (1) To ^ ff ^^tu , te
achieve - the purpose and objectives off s . DOC 310 .01, the
department shall maintain an inmate complaint review system K1
in the adult correctional institutions .



(17) "Significant issue" means a serious or important defect or

may designatean any employe to function as -1-~ ICE in addition to
other duties . Gaffip! -in-t ino=esti-gatren shall lee the r . ._.._.1°

(3) The department shall provide th e -I-C~ ICE l be previeled- with
office space and clerical support required to implement the ICRS .

(4) -eefftpthe The -11~ ICE shall have access
to institution staff, inmates, and any institution or department
records -ain- pertinent to that investigation when
investigating a complaint
~+--tee .

SECTION 21 . DOC 310 .03 (2) and 310 .03 (3) are created to read :

DOC 310 .03 (2) "Administrator" means an administrator, division of
adult institutions, department of corrections, or designee .

(3) "Appr'opr'iate reviewing authority" means the warden , bureau
director, administrator orr designee who is authorized to review and
decide an inmate complaint .

SECTION 22 . DOC 310 .03 (5) is repealed .

SECTION 23 . DOC 31.0 .03 (5), 310 .03 (9), 310 .03 (10), 310 .0 3 (13)
to 310 .03 (15), and 310 .03 (17) are created to read :

DOC 310 .03 (5) "Calendar week" means Sunday through Saturday .

(9) "Director" means a director of a bureau, department of
corrections, or designee .

(10) "Emergency" means any situation determined by the secretary to
affect the security or' orderly administration of the institution or
the security, safety, or health of staff .

(1. 3) "Malicious injury" means injury to the departmentt or a person
as the result of hatred, ill will, revenge, or as the result of
intent to insult or injure .

( 14) "Persons working in the inmate complaint review system or
ICRS" means the secretary, deputy secretary, CCE, ICE, ICE support
staff, staff who assist an inmate to reduce the complaintt to
writing, clerical staff who input ICRS data and other staff who by
the nature of their jobs have contact with inmate complaints .

(15) "Reprisal" means any action or threat of action against anyone
for their good faith participation in the complaint procedure .



SECTION 30 . DOC 310 .04 (5) is renumbered DOC 310 .08 (8), and as
renumbered, is amended to read :

omission .

SECTION 24 . DOC 310 . 04 (title), 31 .0 . 04 (1) , and 310 . 04 (2) are
renumbered DOC 310 . 08 (title), 310 . 08 (1), and 310 . 08 (2), and as
renumbered, are amended to read :

DOC 310 .08 SCOPE OF COMPLAINT REVIEW SYSTEM . (1) ire An inmate may
use the complaint review system -(-1--GR-S} may be iise b
acting individually or b-y with a group of inmates aetin~
collectively .

(2) T-l::~e-IGFf An inmate may be ia-sti-d te
r"}' }"}' ^na' policy--e use the ICRS to raise significant

issues regarding rules, living conditions, and staff actions
affecting institution environment, except any of the following :

SECTION 25 . DOC 310 . 04 (2) (a) is repealed .

SECTION 26 . DOC 310 .04 (2) (b) is renumbered 310 .08 (2) (b) .

SECTION 27 . DOC 31.0 .04 (2) (c) to 310 .04 (2) (e) are renumbered
DOC 310 .08 (2) (c) to 310 .08 (2) (e), and as renumbered, are
amended to read :

DOC 310 .08 (2) (c) A decision of the parole commission a-e~ R:
ay-

(d) The denial of a request for an authorized leave as provided in
ch . DOC 326 ; s-r-

(e) A decision on a challenge to an inmate 'r'ecor'd- ;

SECTION 28 . DOC 310 . .04 (3) (intro .) is renumbered DOC 310 .08 (3),
and as renumbered, is amended to read :

D0C 310 .08 (3) The After1GRS may be used exhausting the appeal in
DOC 302 .19, 303 .75 or 303 .76, an inmate may use the ICRS to
challenge the procedure used by the adjustment committee or hearing
officer' , by a program review committee, or by any decisionmaker
acting on a request forr authorized leave . . ?~f a complaint

hearing effieer is ffiiameel,

SECTION 29 . DOG 310 .04 (3) (a) to (d) are repealed .



SECTION 34 . DOC 310 .05 (2) is renumbered DOC 310 .09 (3), and as
renumbered, is amended to read :

DOC 310 .09 (3) A __ml la-r*~ An inmate shall b-e file~ file a
complaint within 14 calendar days after the occurrence giving rise
to the complaint, exceptt that the-inzftate institution complaint:

-ti-g-ater- (!GlT examiner may accept a late complaint for good

DOC 310 .08 (8) Givil An inmate may file civil rights complaints
be filed in the ICRS in accordance with the procedures set forth in
this chapter . The 1G! ICE att the institution level and CCE at the
appeals level may request assistance from the department's
affirmative action/civil rights compliance officer' to investigate
or resolve a civil rights complaint .

SECTION 31 . DOC 310 .04 is created to read :

DOC 310 .04 EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES . Before an inmate
may commence a civil action or special proceedings against any
officer', employe or agent of the department in the officer's,
employe's or agent's official or individual capacity for acts or
omissions committed while carrying out that person's duties as an
officer, employe or agent or while acting within the scope of the
person's office, the inmate shall file a complaint under ss . DOC
310 .09 or 310 .10, receive a decision on the complaint under s . DOC
310 .13, have an adverse decision reviewed under s . DOC 310 .14, and
be advised of the secretary's decision under s . DOC 310 .14 . With
respect to procedures used by the adjustment committee or hearing
officer in a prison disciplinary action under ch . 303, an inmate
shall appeal to the warden under s . 303 .76 and file an inmate
complaintt under s . 310 .08 (3) in order to exhaust administrative
remedies .

SECTION 32 . DOC 310 .05 (title) is renumbered DOC 310 .09 (title) .

SECTION 33 . DOC 310 .05 (1) is renumbered DOC 310 .09 (1), and as
renumbered, is amended to read :

DOC 310 .09 FILING OF COMPLAINTS . (1) z,24 An inmate or group of
inmates who file a complaint shall file the

complaint, ••hetherwriting on forms supplied for thatt purpose and shall 15e sig~,ed by
the inmate or b-y all members of the group filing the complaint
shall sign the complaint . An inmate shall not file complaints
which are unsigned or which contain language that is obscene,
profane, abusive, or threatens others, unless such language is
necessary to describe the factual basis of the substance of t he
complaint . The ICE shall return complaints whi ch do not meet these
standards to the inmate . An inmate shall only include one issue in
each complaint .



DOC 310 .05 COMMUNICATION OF PROCEDURES . The department shall make
the written complaint procedure readily available to all inmates .
The department shall provide each inmate written notification and
an oral explanation of the complaint procedures upon arrival at an
institution, including instructions on how to file a complaint at
the institution . The department shall provide an inmate the ,
opportunity to ask and have questions answered orally . The
department shall make appropriate provisions for non-English

cause .

SECTION 35 . DOC 310 .05 (3) is renumbered DOG 310 .09 (4), and as
renumbered, is amended to read :

DOC 310 .09 (4) The department shall not exclude impaired,
handicapped or illiterate inmates from full participation in the
ICRS . If an inmate is unable to write a complaint, the !G! an ICRS
staff member shall reduce the complaint to writing and shall read
it to the inmate . When the inmate is satisfied with the complaint,
the inmate-tea shall sign it if able, or mark it with the
inmate's mark, if able . An inmate ean may also iceeeive provide
assistance from to another inmate in preparing a complaint .

SECTION 36 . DOC 310 .05 (4) is renumbered DOC 310 .09 (2), and as
renumbered, is amended to read :

D0(;~,310 .09 (2) The institution shall. provide a supply of complaintt
forms and make the forms readily available to inmates .

SECTION 37 . DOC 310 .05 (5) and 310 .05 (6) are renumbered DOC
310 .09 (5) and (6), and as renumbered, are amended to read :

DOC 310 .09 (5) A An inmate may file a signed complaint may be file ~
by depositing it in a locked box in -tre living unit designated for
complaints or by placing itt in a sealed envelope marked for
delivery to the office of the IGI-ICE via institution mail .

(6) An inmate may file -no more than 2 complaints in
any given calendar week, unless the ICE determines in the ICE's
discretion that good cause exists to allow the inmate to file more
than 2 complaints in the calendar week . However, the 3-G-4- ICE shall
exercise discretion in determining-~-~e-e-i~d_r in which _,absee„en}

sffiits
6 f this- S ce~~c-r3iz end in keeping with p in r6-r 1 tie^ set nGr 3i n n 7
+3+ whether to assign individual complaint numbers or to batch
complaints of similar conten t filed by one inmat e . Health and
personal safety issue s shall be excluded from this section and
shall be dealt with in the manner provided by s . DOC 310 .11 (3) .

SECTION 38 . DOC 310 .0 .5 is created to read :



SECTION 44 . DOC 310 .06 (6) is created to read :

speaking, impaired or handicapped inmates .

SECTION 39 . DOC 310 .06 (title) is renumbered DOC 310 .10 (title) .

SECTION 40 . DOC 31.0 .06 (1) and (2) are renumbered DOC 310 .10 (1)
and (2), and as renumbered, are amended to read :

DOC 31.0 .10 (1) Except as noted in this section, the department
shall process group complaints aice rr____s_' in the same way as
individual complaints .

(2) Inmates having who have a complaint in common may file as a
group by using one complaint form and affixing the s?- ;finat^rs s e€
e-14eel-ainants tethe fei=ffia . All complai nants shalll sign the
form . Alter-natively, eaeh ffiay file individaally b~it ask that the
eeR~pl-aints-be-c-e-nsidei=eel te gethei= . 3~ eitheLc even-t, the. The group
shall designate a spokesperson or', if none is designated, the first
name signed on the complaint -f-ileei shall be deemed the spokesperson
for the group . A group complaint counts as a complaint under DOC
310 .09 (6) .

SECTION 41 . DOC 310 .06 (2) (b) and (c) are created to read :

DOC 310 .06 (2) (b) Reject a complaint in accordance with provisions
of this chapter ;

(c) Dismiss a complaint in accordance with provisions of this
chapter ;

SECTION 42 . DOC :310 .06 (3) and (4) are repealed .

SECTION 43 . DOC 310 .06 (5) and DOC 310 .06 (6) are renumbered DOC
310 .10 (4) and DUC 310 .1.0 (5), and as renumbered, are amended to
read :

DOC .31.0 .10 (4) The -11~ warden shall determine if decisions s-r
aeknewleelgrftente shall be e a tit-n-ic-a-fed-in .'=v-el•ia'_l1° issued to all
parties to a group complaint or., if inelibLrella-1 ~e- e_ _J
a,a~, ; ., s+- r , t ; o=ely in-fea-si bley el-eet te-pest eleei_-~-i e ~-e=
azeknewleents ef rpt ef appeals posted in a place accessible
to the group .

(5) Sip The department shall not consider group complaints filed
in accordance with this section shall -~net be dee~~e ' a group
petition within the meaning of s . DOC 303 .20 and shall not subject
the complainants to discipline under that section .



DOC 310 .11 (6) Staff t shall respond in writing, if requested,

DOC 310 .06 (6) The secretary shall review the CCE's report, make a
decision under s . DOC :310 .14, and ensure implementation under DOC
310 .15 .

SECTION 45 . DOC 310 .07 (title) is renumbered DOC 310 .11 (title) .

SECTION 46 . DOC 310 .07 (1) to (3) are renumbered DOC 310 .11 (1) to
(3), and as renumbered, are amended to read :

DOC 310 .11 PROCESSING COMPLAINTS AT THE INSTITUTION LEVEL . (1)
Unless the e institution complaint inve-s-ti-q-atez (TGl+ examiner'
is absent, -a-t- lle-a_~t en-ce-e-aeh =~~ela ~ the 3-~ ICE shall,
collect all complaints deposited- in any complaint box in the
institution. The warden shall designate a staff
member to act as an ICE pr-eeeeei -ianel^ V s . D^'` 310 . -8-3 -(&`,- in the
event of an absence of the ~~ ICE for longer than 2 working days .
The acting ICE shall perform all of the functions of the IC E,
including the collection of the complaints . Only as provided
in this section, only the -11~ ICE shall have access to the
complaint boxes, which shall be provided with locks .

(2) £aeh The ICE shall assign each complaint e-iniall be assigned a
file number fei~ pirr-pes-ee ef ielentif=c-a-tie-n, and classification code
and the ela e--e-f the r=_i-pt shall lee ~^}^e' date for purposes of
identification . Each The ICE shall review and acknowledge each
complaint shall-be -r-esoie-weel anel -a~k^^wl='' ;='' in writing by the -1
within -3 5 ealendarr working days of the date of receipt . Gel~ftp~T~-----
__
e __-_„ J _ _

(3) The ICE shall e~ use discretion in deciding the
investigatory method best suited to determine the facts,--_neliad-n,

e rral -i nt e-i=vrews--+=-- e=]-ew~phe n,e-eel 1 s ,-anel ~de ei
:i~ftent Ee-i=L=espeiidenE±-e~ except that the investigation of complaints

under 310 .08(3) shall be limited to the record . This may include
personal interviews, telephone call s , and document and
correspondence review . The ICE shall give priority to complaints
dealing with health or personal safety . The TrT eh,, , fe-3F,oi-el a

&-frei ft --tli2-dat e -e f the ae lEnebal Pelgm e nt for deeisie ,.r,a-,r,.,e
with r)nr 3!9 .08 . The-C-6'~~. .L-~ ~- may waive }t-, ., a- ; i , ;~6 ~6r--~--~-rtcc'x"r~ 'ca`a'

A--an- -ti en , , 30 , , , . _, ,l, -.a-y .̀~-=6-ccrl6w --e6Rp-leti-6-n 6
~ _ 1•inSae-s t rg-atren--T-he-icepe ~-r i-nel rx~de these--it exfte - - l~

i`~ - - ^ ^' '^

limits-if-the--aac~rti-Qn-caT-tzffie -will: - =-='= It in ----

e9R~,p=cri:ir c

SECTION 47 . DOC 310 :07 (4) to (8) are renumbered DOC 31.0 .11. (6) to
(10), and as renumbered, are amended to read :



(5) Badger state industries and farm complaints shall be directed

to an inquiry by an -11~. ICE investigating a complaint .

(7) The -I~ ICE s-haj-! may attempt to informally resolve the
complaint at the institution level . The ICE may direct the inmate
to discuss the issue with an appropriate institution staff member
prior to the complaint inves tigation . If resolution attempts are
successful, the 3-E~ ICE shall record the results in writing and
have the complainant sign the report indicating the complainant's
acceptance of the resolution . The ICE shall then forward This this
resolution shall: then be ferwardeEl to the erin-tenelent for --a`'""' "' ^n "ne'ei'-s

. 9GG 3 l-o- 98 appropriate reviewing authority .

(8) If an inmate is transferred to another institution after a
complaint is filed butt before a _i :~peN=r}_r-'_r} the appropriate
reviewing authority renders a decision, the ~- ICE shall determine
if the complaintt is moot because of the transfer and, if so, shall
notify the inmate . If the issue still must be decided, the ~~ ICE
at the institution where the complaint originated shall investigate
and make a recommendation to the siapeLcii-xtenelenl'c appropriate
reviewing authority .

(9) If an inmate is transferred after an incident but before filing
a complaint, the inmate shall file the complaintt at the r==_,q
currently assigned institution . The 3 G! ICE e shall sen~

L=1 _ _forward the complaint to the -11~ ICE at the t-3~ansz
appropriate.inst.itution for investigation and decision .

(10) in any even , the The -1~ ICE shall. note the persons
interviewed and the documents or records used as basis to support
the decision or which were relied on in reaching a decision .

SECTION 48 . DOC 310 .08 (title), 310 .08 (1) and 310 .08 (2) are
repealed .

SECTION 49 . DOC 310 .08 (2) (a) and (f) are created to read :

DOC 310 .08 (2) (a) The subject matter of a conduct report that has
not been resolved through the disciplinary process in accordance
with ch . DOC 303 ;

(f) A denial of an open records request .

SECTION 50 . DOC 310 .08 (4) to (6) are created to read :

DOC 310 .08 (4) Health care and psychiatric complaints shall be
directed to the director of the bureau of health services or
designee .



DOC 310 .13 (7) Unless extended for cause and upon notice, the CCE
shall recommend a decision to thee secretary within ?- 7 c--alendc~ 35
working days of receipt of the complaint . Should the CCE fail E-o
make a recommendation within the prescribed time, the
superintendent's appropriate reviewing authority's decision shall

to the director off the bureau of correctional enterprises .

(6) The reviewing authority for, all other complaints shall be the
warden, unless the secretary designates another authority .

SECTION 51 . DOC 310 .09 (title), 310 .09 (1) and 310 .09 (2) are
renumbered DOC 310 .13 (title), 310 .13 (1) and 310 .13 (2), and as
renumbered, are amended to read :

DOC 310 .13 REVIEW BY CORRECTIONS COMPLAINT EXAMINER . (1) A
complainant affeeteel by-a-e :ape-rintenelenr-t-j- dissatisfied wi th a
decision may, within -& 10 calendar days after reeeipt the date of
the decision, appeal that decision by filing a written request for
review with the corrections complaint examiner' (GGE-) on forms
supplied for that-purpose . The institution shall provide a supply
of appeal forms and make the forms readily available to inmates .

(2) Appeals The complainant shall be sen send the appeal to the
CCE in a sealed envelope that department eRc_1 l 1°es only the CCE or
CCE support staff may open or inspect .

SECTION 52 . DOC 310 .09 (3) is renumbered DOC 310 .13 (3) .

SECTION 53 . DOC 310 .09 (4) is renumbered DOC 31 .0 .13 (5), and as
renumbered, is amended to read :

DOC 310 .1.3 (5) The CCE shall, within 5ealeneia~ working days after
receiving an appeal, V ,r'' iss ue a written ,_e'._i-tew'_e receipt
of the appeal to the ICE and the inmate . ~pp?a?= w=}'h
health and- p eryebra-l safety -shall --be -~ivCn pLcrerrcy -a-ttcntre i t
Within 5ealendar working days of a request by the CCE, the e
institution complaint inveetiic examiner shall provide the CCE
with copies of the complaint, the !Gl'-s ICE' s investigation reportt
and associated documentation and the ?nel_-=_n_t' s appropriate
reviewing authority's decision . The CCE shall give priority to
appeals dealing with health or personal safety issues .

SECTION 54 . DOC 310 .09 (5) is renumbered DOC 31 . 0 .13 (6) .

SECTION 55 . DOC 310 .09 (6), to 310 .09 (9) are repealed .

SECTION 56 . DOC 310 .09 (10) and 310 .09 (11) are renumbered DOC
310 .13 (7) and 310 .13 (8), and as renumbered, are amended to read :



SECTION 63 . DOC 310 .11 (4), 310 .11 (5), 310 .11 (1.1) and 310 .11 (12)
are created to read :

be affirmed . The department infaate shall b-e-netifie notify the
inmate of all decisions in writing . . If an inmate is unable to read
the decision, the inmate may request ins titution s t aff or another
inmate to read the decision to the .inmate . If requested to do so,
institution staff shall read the decision to the inmate .

(8) A complainant may waive time limits izilrt--~-~
€a-fe-r-able deei-s-ien by --the--seeretary -r-athe_r- than -a=~ „ f

SECTION 57 . DOC 31.0 .1.0 (title) is renumbered DOC 310 .14 (title) .

SECTION .58 . DOC 310 .10 (1) and 310 .10 (2) are renumbered DOC
31.0 .14 (1) and 310 .1.4 (2), and as renumbered, are amended to read :

DOC 310 .14 SECRETARY'S DECISION . (1.) The corrections complaint
einPr' examiner -{-C'~) (CCE) shall send the written
recommendation, along with a copy of the institution complaint
file, shall --be deliveiced to the secretary who shall make a decision
based on the record within--S 10 ealenelar- working days following
receipt of the recommendation . The secretary may take an
5 calendar-days -teffiake thaextend the time for ma king a decision
-i-€there -is. for cause and the seer-e-t-ary ne}-f_es upon notice to all
interested par-ties.

(2) The secretary may do any of the following :

SECTION 59 . DOC 310 .10 (2) (a) is renumbered DOC 310 .14 (2) (a) .

SECTION 60 . DOC 310 .10 (2) (b) and (c) are renumbered 310 .14 (2)
(b) and (c), and as renumbered, are amended to read :

DOC 310 .14 (b) Adopt the recommendation off the CCE with
modifications ;-er

(c) Rejectt the recommendation of the CCE and awe make a
decision: ;

SECTION 61 . DOC :310 .10 (3) is renumbered DOC 310 .1. 4 (3) .

SECTION 62 . DOC 310 .10 (3) is created to read :

(3) The CCE shall issue a receipt to the spokesperson acknowledging
the complaint .



(c) The complaintt does not. allege sufficientt facts upon which
redress may be made .

(5) If an ICE determines that the procedure under these rules would
subjectt the inmate to substantial risk of personal injury or cause
other serious and irreparable harm, the ICE shall refer the
complaint to the appropriate reviewing authority .

(11) Unless extended for cause and upon notice to the complainant,
the ICE shall send a report and recommendation to the appropriate
reviewing authority within 15 workingg days from the date of
acknowledgmentt for decision in accordance with s . DOC 310 .12 . The
complainant may waive the time limits in writing to allow
completion of an investigation or resolution of the complaint .

(12) The ICE shall follow the code of ethics promulgated pursuant
to s .19 .45 (11.) (a), Stats .

SECTION 64 . DOC 310 .12 (title) is renumbered DOC 31.0 .15 (title) .

SECTION 65 . DOC 310 .12 (1) is repealed .

SECTION 66 . DOC 310 .12 (2)f 310 .12 (3) and 310 .12 (4) are
renumbered DOC :310 .15 (3), 310 .15 (4), and 310 .15 (5), and as
renumbered, are amended to read :

(3) Within 30 ewoxking days after ef the
=e the secretary issues the decision, the administrator e~

-the d-ire elioisie-rref -a diil-t i-nsz-.mot-u-trene shall notify all
affected parties of decisions thatt affect more than one
institution. ry

(4) If an affirmed complaintt has not been implemented at any level
within 30 eale=ela-rr working days after a e'~eisi ~r the secretary

(4) The ICE may reject a complaint thatt the ICE determines to be
frivolous . An inmate may appeal a complaint rejected because the
ICE has determined itt to be frivolous only to the appropriate
reviewing authority . The ICE may determine the complaint frivolous
if the ICE finds one off the following :

(a) The inmate submitted the complaintt solely for the purpose of
harassing or causing malicious injury to one or more of the
department's employes, agents, independent contractors, or, any
other person .

(b) The complaint does not raise a significant issue regarding
rules, living conditions, or staff actions affecting institution
environment .



(b) Dismiss the complaint with modifications .

DOC 310 .16 CONFIDENTIALITY . (1) Except as otherwise provided in
this section, the department shall ensure that complaints filed
with the inmate complaint review system (IGRS) shall be are
confidential . Persons working in the ICRS shall respect the

decides to affirm, the complainant may directly inform the
___Y^taVy appoi nting authority by mail in writing of the failure to
implement the decision . The secretary shall investigate anel take
- ' "L -

(5) If -a the decision on a complaint requires a change in an
administrative rule, the decision maker' shall initiate making the
change in the rule Eftaking .

SECTION 67 . DOC 310 .12 (title), 310 .12 (1), 310 .12 (2), and 310 .12
(3) are created to read :

DOC 310 .12 APPROPRIATE REVIEWING AUTHORITY DECI S ION. (1) The
institution complaint examiner shall deliver the written
recommendation, along with a copy of the institution complaint
file, to the appropriate reviewing authority . The appropriate
reviewing authority shall make a decision based on the record
within 5 working days following receipt of the recommendation
unless extended for cause and upon notice to all interested
parties .

(2) The appropriate reviewing authority may do any of the
following :

(a) Dismiss the complaint .

(c) Affirm the complaint .

(d) Affirm the complaint with modifications .

(e) Return the recommendation to the ICE for further investigation .

(3) If the complainant does not receive the decision within 23
working days of the ICE's receipt of the complaint, the parties
shall. consider the complaint dismissed and the complainant may
appeal immediately .

SECTION 68 . DOC 310 .13 (title) is renumbered DOC 310 .16 (title) .

SECTION 69 . DOC 310 .13 (1) and (2) are renumbered DOC 310 .16 (1)
and (2), and as renumbered, are amended to read :



SECTION 72 . DOC 310 .13 (5) and (6) are renumbered DOC 310 .16 (5)
and (6), and as renumbered, are amended to read :

DOC 310 .16 (5) A At any time a complainantt may waive
confidentiality in writing or make public any aspect of a complaint
at any tiffte . If the complaint contains a false statement meeting
the requirements of s . DOC 303 .271, making that false statement.
public outside the inmate complaint review system constitutes the
offense off lying about staff .

(6) Ne saneti- awe--applied against an a-tz-e--€ezfili-ng-a
plai: ~ The department may not subject an i nmate to reprisal for

using or, participating in the ICRS . An inmate shall be entitled to
pursue, through the ICRS, a complaint that a reprisal has occurred .

SECTION 73 . DOC 310 .13 (7) is repealed .

SECTION 74 . DOC 310 .14 (title) is renumbered DOC 310 .17 (title) .

SECTION 75 . DOC 310 .14 (1) and (2) are renumber.'ed 310 .17 (1) and
(2), and as renumbered, are amended to read :

DOC 310 .17 REPORT S . (1) The --ate institution complaint
estiqate=- (IG-IT examiner shall submit quarterly reports to the

secretary anel GGE to indicate the number and type of complaints
processed and the disposition of the complaints .

(2) The CCE shall file an annual, report with the --a-tte Y„_1' general
the secretary. This report shall include all of the followin g :

SECTION 76 . DOC 31.0 .14 (2) (a) to (d) are renumbered DOC 310 .17
(2) (a) to (d) .

confidential nature of the work . The department may reveal the
identity of complainants and the nature of the complaint shall lee
reveal only to the extent ne=y reasonable and appropriate
for thorough investigation and implementation of the remedy .

(2) G°rf_de„}=a'i±1• The warden may waive confidentiality of
complaints Fftay be waived by the siaper=rt_r-'_r} if the security,
safety, or health of the institution, staff or inmates is involved .

SECTION 70 . DOC .31.0 .13 (3) and (4) are renumbered DOC 310 .1.6 (3)
and (4) .

SECTION 71 . DOC .310 .13 (4) is created to read :

DOC 310 .13 (4) The CCE may not review a complaint rejected under s .
DOC 310 .11 (4) .
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Paragraph 5, sentence 3 is deleted .

SECTION 77 . DOC 310 .14 (2) (d) is created to read :

DOC 310 .14 (2) (d) Return the recommendation to the CCE for further
investigation .

SECTION 78 . DOC 31.0 .14 (3) is repealed .

SECTION 79 . DOC 310 .15 (1) and (2) are created to read :

DOC 310 .15 IMPLEMENTATION OF AFFIRMED COMPLAINT . (1) The department
shall implement an affirmed decision within 30 working days from
date of decision .

(2) The department shall notify inmates in writing of affirmed
decisions requiring change in institution programs of operations
affecting the generall inmate population .

SECTION 80 . DUC .32.0 .18 and DOC 310 .19 are created to read :

DOC 310 .18 PRESERVATION OF RECORDS . The department shall keep all
records related to an inmate complaint according to its policies
and procedures . The department shall keep all records for at least
3 years following disposition of the complaint .

DOC 310 .19 SUSPENSION OF PROVISIONS OF THIS CHAPTER . The secretary
may suspend any provision of this chapter in an emergency . The
secretary may apply the suspension to one orr more institutions .

Note : DOC 310 .01 paragraph 2, sentence 3 is amended as follows :

Issues and policies thatt need to be reexamined periodically
will be brought to the attention of the administration, and a forum
is provided for resolution of issues without prolonged
debate .

Paragraph 2, sentences 4 and 5 are created to read :

Paragraph (a) allows inmates to raise issues which are
significant . Although the department encourages the use of the
complaintt system, the system can not function efficiently when
large number ' s of insignificant and frivolous complaints are filed .

Paragraphs 3 and 4 are deleted .
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Paragraphs 6 to 9 are deleted .

Paragraph 4 is created to read :

Furthermore, a system encouraging involvement is likely to
eliminate the use of unacceptable and destructive methods fir
raising grievances .

Note : DOC 310 .02 is r.,epealed .

Note : DOC 310 .03 is renumbered DOC 310 .07 and amended as follows :

Delete paragraphs 1 to 3 .

Amend paragraph 4 as follows :

Because timeliness is important in handling complaints, the
e-La^r-„t=nde„} warden is authorized under DOC 310 .07 (2) to
designate an acting 3~ ICE in the absence of the appointed
investigateic examiner .

Note : DOC 310 .04 is renumbered DOC 310 .08 and amended as follows :

Paragraph 3, sentence 4 is amended as follows :

Second, the nature of the issue may make investigation
difficult or, may require expertise that is beyond the 3~-I- ICE and
the CCE .

Delete paragraph 4, sentence 2 .

Note: DOC 310 .05 is renumbered DOC 310 .09 and amended as follows :

Delete paragraph 2, sentence 1 .

Amend paragraph 3, sentence 1 as follows :

Subsection -(-2+ (3) underscores the importance of filing a
complaint as soon as it is apparent that no other acceptable method
of resolution is possible .

Amend paragraph 3, sentence 2 as follows :

The 3-~ ICE is given discretion, however', to accept old
complaints if he -er she the ICE believes it is still possible to
adequately determine the facts needed to make a recommendation .

Amend paragraph 3, sentence 3 as follows :



Promptness in filing a complaint is required }e ee for a
thorough investigation of the facts .

Amend paragraph 4, sentence 1 as follows :

The number of complaints one person can file eheiil~ n ~} may be
limited, because e-f
m"' esmplainte -freffi e-ne -inelibzrEi:~ial distractions take away time
from valid complaints .

Paragraph 4, sentence 2 is repealed and recreated to read :

The ICE may assign individual complaint number's orr batch
complaints of similar' content filed by one inmate .

Note : DOC 310 .06 is renumbered 310 .10 .

Paragraph 1, sentence 1, is amended as follows :

Complaints arising from living and working conditions or. the
application of a rule -the-inst'
may be shared by a number' of persons in -e-ent3-c-as} ' .= a complaint

y one ±n ate .

Paragraphs 2 and 3 are repealed .

Paragraph 4, sentence 1 is amended to read :

S-inee the The department mss- encourages the use of
the complaint system to deal with frustrations and irritations off
institution life, so prohibiting group complaints would be
inappropriate .

Note : DOC 310 .07 is renumbered DOC 310 .11 and is amended as
follows

Paragraph 1, sentence 1 .is amended as follows :

DOC 310 .07 310 .11 establishes the procedure for processing
complaints and authorizes priority handling of complaints dealing
with health or personal safety .

Paragraph 1., create sentences 3 through 6 as follows

Experience has shown some inmate complaints to be frivolous . For
example, a complaint which alleges thatt an inmate had creamy peanut
butter rather than chunky peanut butter, which the inmate
preferred . These complaints serve to distract attention away from
the more important issues . DOC 310 .11 (4) requires the ICE to
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reject. frivolous compla i nts as defined in this section .

Delete paragraph 2 .

Paragraph 3, sentence 1, amend as follows :

Informal resolution of a complaint is nott only authorized, but
also encouraged when possible .

Paragraph 3, sentences 2 and 3 are deleted .

Paragraph 3, sentences 4 and 5 are amended as follows :

This practice can do much to remove misunderstandings and
relieve the tensions from which the complaint developed .
Experience with the complaintt procedure in Wisconsin has shown that
ffie-L=e than ee *-h ; r many of the complaints filed are resolved
informally .

Paragraph 5, sentence 1 . is amended as follows :

Because inmates are frequently transfer-red within the
Wisconsin correctional system, subs .-{-6}- (8) and {7 } (9) provide a
method for dealing with complaints arising justt before or at . the
time of the transfer .

~~ . Note : DOC 310 .08 is renumbered DEC 310 .12 .

Paragraph 1, sentence 1 is amended as follows :

This section requires the is-uperi r-rtendent's appropriate reviewing
author' ity' s written decision to be rendered within 23- ealenela-r-
working days of the date the complaint is filed .

Paragraph 1, sentences 3 through 5 are deleted .

Paragraph 1, sentence 3 is created to read :

Experience in the ICRS has shown that timeliness is one of the
most important factors in the process .

Note : DOC 31.0 .09 is renumbered DOC 310 .13 .

Paragraph 1, sentence 1 is amended to read :

DOC 310 .99 310 .13 sets- defines the procedure for appealing -a
ei~ endent' s an adverse decision to the . CCE .

Paragraph 1, sentences 3 and 4 are deleted .
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Paragraph 2, sentence 1 is amended to read :

Appeal to the CCE provides another element deemed essentiall to
a-o=ali cr edible complaint system7- ; namely, a review by someone
outside the division of adult institutions
chain of command .

Paragraph 2, sentences 2 and 3 are deleted .

Paragraph 2, sentence 2 is created to read :

Appeals dealing with health or personal safety are to be given
priority over, other complaints .

Note : DOC 310 .12 is renumbered DOC 310 .15 .

Paragraph 3, sentence 1 is deleted .

Paragraph 3, sentence 2 is amended to read :

Subsection +~ (4) i:ftedlfies -this -to-state states that the
complainant may notify the secretary of failure to implement a
decision .

Paragraph 3, sentence 3 is amended to read :

This }- r3 r6pe r he ra t i _ a t t~ The s-C'-ereta , than_r +-i., ,.,,.

GGE, appointing authority . is in a position to ensure that a
decision is implemented promptly .

Note : DOC 310 .13 is renumbered DOC 310 .16 .

Paragraph 1, sentence 1. is amended to read :

If the ICRS is to have maintain integrity and the confidence
of the inmates, complaints entered must be treated confidentially
and, with certain limited exceptions, no sanctions can result from
use of thee system .

Paragraph 1, sentence 4 is amended to read :

The-c-empl-a-rnt s-ys-teffi ICRS is an appropriate forum for resolving
these issues, but because complaints often identify a staff member
as the perceived perpetrator of some injustice, the complainant
must be protected from retribution orr penalty for legitimate use of
the system .

Paragraph 1, sentence 6 is deleted .
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Experience has shown that there are rare situations when it is
necessary to suspend these r ules . DOC 310 .19 permits the secretary
to suspend these rul es in an emer gency . The rule defines an
emergency in DOC 31 . 0 . 0 :3 (10) .

Paragraph 2, sentence 1 is amended to read :

The nature of some complaints is such that a meaningful
investigation cannot be made without revealing the identity off the
complainant, but this should be done only when reasonable
and appropriate .

Paragraph 2, sentence 2 is amended to read :

Confidentiality can be waived if it can be shown that the
security e-f or the orderly administration of the institution, or
the security, safety, or health of staff, or inmates is involved .

Paragraph 3, sentences 1 through 3 are amended to read :

This is not to say that. inmates are free to make threatening
or false statements about staff, knowing they are false and with
the intent to harm the staff, especially if those false statements
are made public . There have been malicious lies about staff
corruption and sexual behavior made in the plaint s*~~~~ ICRS .1 = - ---
Thi.s rule does not ' s•a' ate i1EeS -frefft prohibit disciplinary
action for the illegitimate use, or rather abuse ; of the e-••r -TM~^~ ~' „}---- -

e~ I CRS .

Paragraph 4 is deleted .

Paragraph 5, sentence 1 is amended to read :

The -1~_4 ICE must use discretion in revealing only enough
information aboutt the nature of the complaint to allow for a
thorough investigation .

Paragraph 6, sentence 2 is amended to read :

However', if an inmate makes a false accusation pursuant to s .
DOC 303 .271, revealing that false accusation to persons outside the
complaint system may subject the inmate to disciplinary action .

Note : DOC 310 . 14 is deleted .

Note : DQC 310 . 1.9 is created to read :



This rule shall take effect on the first. day of the month following
publication in the Wisconsin administrative register as provided in
s . 22.7 .22 (2) ( .intro . ) , Stats .

WisconsinZpartment of Corrections

,.,.
el J . Sullivan

cretary

N

Date : ~ f t `Z l~

Seal :

by :
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State of Wisconsin
Department of Corrections

Mailing Address
149 East Wilson Sheet
Post Office Box 7925
Madison, WI 53707-7925
Telephone (608) 266-2471

Michael J. Sullivan
Secretary

Dear MY . Munson

If ' you have any questions, please contact Deborah Rychlowski, Off ice of' Legal Counsel, at (608) 266-
5Z A) r,

Attachment

,r,r .,pry
s

Tommy G. Thompson
Governor

March 16, 1998

Bruce Munson
Revisor of Statutes Bureau
131 West Wilson Street, Room 800
Madison, Wisconsin 53703-322 .2.

XY rvp

8
~Q4 ~ÌIJ14

Pursuant to s , 227 . 20 Stats , the Department of Corrections submits a certified and uncertified copy of
DOC 310, relating to the inmate complaint review system . The Department needs this rule to be effective
by May 1, 1998, so that there will not be a gap between the emergency rule and the permanent rule ,.
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